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or not, those flannels leapt about the court with rare agility;
their owners propelled every sort of missile with a cunning
learnt on a score of voyages; and their woracnkind were
Amazons in fact as well as in appearance, They were all
out to win; and, apart from a slight difficulty in beating
one another, they won without much effort. Indeed, the
prize-giving became a slightly ignoble share-out between
their little world.
From now on their voyage was one protracted gala,   For
that was precisely what it was for them—their triennial
round of gaiety, of social brilliance, of talk, of dancing, of
games where they knew all the rules and competitions where
they could win all the prizes.   We tried not to mind, of
course, although it was a little galling to live under the
dominion of their never-ending talk to one another about
the new Club and an eventful picnic in 1923.   Not that their
talk was always unrewarding, since they had a vein of up-
country reminiscence which led respectful hearers into the
very heart of provincial revolutions and portrayed vividly
the defects of a social system under which, on returning
from the office, one was apt to find two Federal field-guns
in the garden and a rebel machine-gun section sweeping the
corner of the road, as the bad times set in when all the ladies
were consigned to the Club in hopes that neither side would
shell it, while the men lumbered cheerfully back to the office
in their dingy flannels lest England's business with the world
should suffer interruption.   Dimly, as the shadowy coast of
a new continent approached, we began to suspect why they
had been quite so determined in their enjoyment of the
voyage, of their endless talks in the smoking-room, of the
sports, of everything on board that we had tried to take for
granted.   For one steamy afternoon we lay beside a water-
front where the black porters crowded in the glare, and a
perspiring stevedore was far too hot to blaspheme.   It was
not easy to imagine whom of our elegant company we should
put ashore in such surroundings.   But two familiar figures
were going down the ladder—the well-cut linen suit and,

